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Abstract: The gas sensors fabricated by using conducting polymers such as polyaniline 
(PAni), polypyrrole (PPy) and poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) as the active 
layers have been reviewed. This review discusses the ensing mechanism and configurations 
of the sensors. The factors that affect the performances of the gas sensors are also addressed. 
The disadvantages of the sensors and a brief prospect in this research field are discussed at 
the end of the review. 
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1. Introduction 
Conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole (PPy), polyani ine (Pani), polythiophene (PTh) and their 
derivatives, have been used as the active layers of gas sensors since early 1980s [1]. In comparison 
with most of the commercially available sensors, based usually on metal oxides and operated at high 
temperatures, the sensors made of conducting polymers have many improved characteristics. They 
have high sensitivities and short response time; especially, these feathers are ensured at room 
temperature. Conducting polymers are easy to be synthesized through chemical or electrochemical 
processes, and their molecular chain structure can be modified conveniently by copolymerization or 
structural derivations. Furthermore, conducting polymers have good mechanical properties, which 
allow a facile fabrication of sensors. As a result, more and more attentions have been paid to the 
sensors fabricated from conducting polymers, and a lot of related articles were published. There are 
several reviews emphasize different aspects of gas sen ors [2-4], and some others discussed sensing 




performance of certain conducting polymers [5-7], but few of them paid special attention to 
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Scheme 1. Several typical conducting polymers. 
 
The conducting polymers mentioned in this review all refer to intrinsic conducting polymers. Their 
main chains consist of alternative single and double onds, which leads to broad π-electron 
conjugation. Scheme 1 presents several typical conducting polymers used as the active layers in gas 
sensors. However, the conductivity of these pure conducting polymers are rather low (<10-5 S cm-1). In 
order to achieve highly conductive polymers, doping process is necessary. The concept of doping is the 
central theme which distinguished conducting polymers from all other polymers [8]. Conducting 




























Scheme 2. Oxidation doping of PPy. 
 




Scheme 2 demonstrates the oxidation process of PPy.Some electrons are removed from PPy 
backbones by chemical or electrochemical oxidations, leaving positive charges on them. The resulted 
cation radicals are called polarons, acting as the charge carriers. Counter ions, X−, are also induced 
close to the polymer chains to balance the positive charges. Doped conducting polymers are 
semiconductors or conductors (σ~100-105 S cm-1). This doping process is reversible, that is, the doped 
PPy can be turned into its undoped state by chemical or electrochemical reductions. 
For PAni, the doping process is different. PAni struc ure shown in Scheme 1 is in a totally reduced 
state. Generally, PAni chains consist of two types of tructural units: Quiniod and Benzenoid (Scheme 
3A). These two units can be transformed into each other by redox.  Not all types of doped PAni are 
conductors; the protonated PAni is electrically conductive only when x:y=1:1 (Benzenoid: 
Quiniod=3:1). The protonic acid doping process is illustrated in Scheme 3B. Doping and undoping 






































Scheme 3. Structure (A) and protonic acid doping process (B) of PAni. 
 
2. Synthesis of conducting polymers and preparation of conducting polymer films 
2.1. Synthesis of conducting polymers 
Conducting polymers usually can be synthesized by chemical or electrochemical oxidizing the 
corresponding monomers, and the electrochemical process of synthesizing a typical conducting 
polymer, polythiophene, is demonstrated in scheme 4 [9]. Chemical oxidation involves mixing 




monomer and oxidant in solution, and for PAni, proton acid is necessary to ensure producing a linear 
structured polymer product. The most widely used oxi ants are ammonium persulfate, ferrum chloride, 
hydrogen peroxide, potassium dichromate, cerium sulfate, and so on. Both aqueous and organic media 
are used. For electrochemical synthesis, several methods can be used: galvanostatic, potentiostatic, 
cyclic voltammetry and other potentiodynamic methods. For all these techniques, a three-electrode 
system is the best choice to realize syntheses. Thi system composes of a working electrode, a counter 
electrode and a reference electrode. Working electrodes made of various materials have been 
successfully applied in depositing conducting polymers, such as platinum, stainless steel, gold, indium 
tin oxide (ITO) glass; in many cases, the polymers deposited on the electrode surface can be peeled off 
into their self-stand states.  
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Scheme 4. Electrosynthesis of Polythiophene in BFEE. 
 
Many conducting polymers such as poly (phenylene vinylene), poly (phenylene ethynylene) and 
their derivatives are usually synthesized through ot er chemical routes, rather than oxidation 
polymerization. That is because their backbones are not only consisted of aromatic rings but also C-C 
double or triple bonds. These reactions include Wittig reaction [10], Heck reaction[11] and Gilch 
polymerization[12] etc.  Polythiophene and its derivatives  can also be synthesized via coupling 
reactions [13]. These chemical syntheses are able to produce structural regular conducting polymers, o 
well-defined copolymers. 
 
2.2 Preparation of conducting polymer films 
Active layer is the heart of a sensor. Various techniques have been developed to prepare conducting 
polymer films, in order to adapt to different sensing materials and different types of sensor 
configurations. Thus herein we first discuss how to deposit conducting polymer films [14]. 
Electrochemical deposition. Electrochemical deposition is the most convenient me hod to deposit 
conducting polymer films. The thickness of the film can be controlled by the total charge passed 
through the electrochemical cell during film growing process. Moreover, the film can be deposited on 
patterned microelectrodes [15]. Of course, the deposition must be carried out on a conducting 
substrate. However, if the insulating gap between th  neighboring electrodes is close enough (~several 
tens of micrometer), the growing film can cover theinsulated gap and connect electrodes [16]. This is 
important in fabricating chemiresistors (see 3.2.1) 
Dip-coating. When dipping a substrate into a chemical polymerization solution, part of the polymer 
will be deposited onto its surface [17, 18]. This process occurs on different substrates, and the 
thickness of the film is usually controlled by dipping time. Another similar process involves 
alternatively immersing a substrate into the monomer and oxidant solutions. The adsorbed monomer 
will be polymerized on the surface of substrate [19, 20].  
Spin-coating. Spin-coating is a simple method for preparing films from soluble conducting 
polymers. In this process, the conducting polymer solution is spread on a rotating substrate [21, 22].




After evaporation of solvent, a thin film was formed. Repeating above process is feasible, which can 
control the thickness of the film. Concentration of the solution and rotating rate of the substrate are 
also play important roles in adjusting the thickness of the formed film. This method can coat 
conducting polymers on both conducting and insulating substrates. 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique. LB technique is a famous method to produce a thin film of 
polymer and surfactant. The operation of LB technique has been described in many books and 
literatures. Two different ways are reported to deposit a conducting polymer film by LB technique: 
directly depositing polymer and depositing monomer followed by polymerization on the substrate. A 
LB film is ultrathin (monomolecular layer), and a thick film can be obtained by repeating the procedur 
of LB deposition. 
Layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly technique. By alternative immersing the substrate into a 
polymeric anion solution and a polymeric cation soluti n, an alternative composite film (layer by layer) 
consists of the two polymeric electrolytes is fabricated [23, 24]. Doped conducting polymers, such as 
PAni, bring positive charge on their backbone, which allow it possible to deposit with a polymeric 
anion. The thickness of the LBL film depends on the number of repeating times.  
Thermal evaporation. This technology can be realized by heating conducting polymer under 
vacuum, and the evaporated conducting polymer deposits n the target substrate. The thickness of the 
film is determined by the evaporation duration [25]. 
Vapor deposition polymerization. This technology consists of two steps: prepare an oxidant film 
and then place the film into monomer vapor [26]. The monomer diffuses into the film and polymerized 
on it. This technique is useful not only in preparing a pure conducting polymer film, but also in coating 
composite films of different conducting polymers. 
Drop-coating. A polymer solution is drop dried [27, 28], or some drops of the monomer and 
oxidant solutions are dropped and reacted on a substrate. This technology is rather simple. However, 
the resulting film is usually not uniform. 
Other methods. An electric field induced electrochemical polymerizat on can fabricate patterned 
conducting polymer film. The polymerization of pyrrole occurs between an electrode gap (5 µm) when 
a voltage is applied in the saturated vapor of pyrrole [29]. Colloidal suspension of PAni is controlled to 
directionally deposited on microelectrodes at controlled voltages [30]. For soluble conducting 
polymers, inkjet-print also is a convenient method f r producing thin films [31]. Some researchers also 
packed conducting polymer powders into pellets to fabricate the active layers [32, 33]. 
3. Sensing Principles 
Chemical sensors transform the concentrations of analytes to other detectable physical signals, such 
as currents, absorbance, mass or acoustic variables. After exposing to the vapor of an analyte, the 
active sensing material of the sensor interacted with the analyte, which causes the physical property 
changes of the sensing material. The interactions between the analytes and sensing materials are 








3.1 Interactions between gas molecules and conducting polymer films 
3.1.1 Chemical reactions between analytes and conduti g polymers 
As described above, the physical properties of conducting polymers strongly depend on their doping 
levels. Fortunately, the doping levels of conducting polymers can be easily changed by chemical 
reactions with many analytes at room temperature, and this provides a simple technique to detect the 
analytes. 
Most of the conducting polymers are doped/undoped by redox reactions; therefore, their doping 
level can be altered by transferring electrons from or to the analytes. Electron transferring can cause the 
changes in resistance and work function of the sensing material. The work function of a conducting 
polymer is defined as the minimal energy needed to remove an electron from bulk to vacuum energy 
level. This process occurred when PPy, PTh and in some case PAni films exposed in NH3, NO2, I2, 
H2S and other redox-active gases [34-42]. Electron acceptors, such as NO2 and I2, can remove 
electrons from the aromatic rings of conducting polymers. When this occurs at a p-type conducting 
polymer, the doping level as well as the electric conductance of the conducting polymer is enhanced. 
An opposite process will occur when detecting an electro-donating gas. However, this mechanism has 
not been understood clearly. Ammonia is an electron-d or; when PPy reacts with ammonia, its 
electric resistance dwindles down sharply. However, after washing with dry nitrogen or air, the 
resistance of the sensing layer can be totally or partly recovered. Following reactions are possibly 
involved in the ammonia sensing process [43, 44]: 
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0 HNPPyHNPPy &&&& +→+ ++       Desorption 
Based on this mechanism, all p-type conducting polymers are expected to dedope under ammonia 
atmosphere. In fact, some different phenomenon was observed in thin polycarbazole film sensor [45]. 
It was found that a resistance decrease occurred whn reacted with ammonia. Further studies are still 
needed to make the mechanism clear. 
Except for the pure redox reactions, partial charge transferring also leads to an alternation in the 
conductivity of a conducting polymer. According to the results reported by Josowicz et al., the 
direction of partial electron transfer was determined by the electronegativity of the vapor and the work 
function of the polymer [46]. Some toxic gas, such as CO, was rather inert to redox at room 
temperature. However, response of PAni towards CO was also observed [47-50]. A resistance decrease 
of a PAni film was detected when it exposed to CO gas. Furthermore, Densakulprasert et al. compared 
the UV-vis spectrums and XRD patterns of the film before and after exposing to CO, no discernable 
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The stable resonance structure of +C≡O− with the positive charge at the carbon atom will withdraw a 
lone pair electrons at the amine nitrogen: –NH–. The positive charge at the carbon atom is transferred 
to amine nitrogen, which results in a net increase of positive charge carriers on the polymer backbones 
and therefore an increase in conductivity. The interaction between chlorinated hydrocarbon and PAni 
was also studied, and similar phenomena were observed [51]. 
Another explanation to the response of PAni to CO is also based on the redox reaction. The 
decrease in resistance was interpreted as reduction of the barrier height between grains [47, 49], andit 
is a common model in metal oxide sensors [4]. The conductance of sensing film was governed by 
potential barriers between polymer grains. The oxidation happened at the grain surfaces in the presenc 
of CO gas caused the surface coverage of adsorbed oxygen decrease. Thus, the surface potential, 
barrier height and the depletion length are reduced, which lead to a decrease in resistance. 
In some cases, electron transfer occurs on the component mixed in conducting polymers. 
Phthalocyanines are good π-electron donors, so when a composite film of phthalocyanine (Pc) and 
conducting polymer exposed to NO2, electrons will transfer from Pc to NO2, leading to a increase in 
charge carriers (hole) [22, 52, 53]. In other work, Fe2O3 was found to be the chief active material in 
Fe2O3/PPy composite film [54]. 
In some cases, a catalyst incorporated in the conducting polymer film can help in detecting some 
inert analytes. Athawale et al. prepared nanocomposite f Pd/PAni, and found its electrical resistance 
responses rapidly and reversibly in the presence of methanol [33]. They assumed that the effective 
positive charges on the imine nitrogen atoms were rduced by the methanol molecules in the presence 




















Ram et al. gave a different explanation on detecting CO by catalytic oxidation [23]. They believed that 
CO is able to oxide PAni with the assistance of SnO2. However, there is no experimental proof 
supporting both of the two mechanisms described above. Torsi et al. reported that the conducting 
polymers doped with metallic inclusions performed btter than pure polymers [55]; a possible catalytic 
process may occur in these sensors. 
Sweger at al. used poly (phenylene ethynylene) for detecting 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) [56].  This 
process involves electron transfer from photoinduce exited stated of electron-donor, poly (phenylene 
ethynylene) to the electron accepter, TNT. Some othr conducting polymers have also been used to 
detect TNT and other nitroaromatic explosives [57]. These conducting polymers have high fluorescent 
efficient, and when they react with electron accepter, the electron transfer process mentioned above 
will lead to a quenching of fluorescent. The detect limit of this method can be very low (several ppb for 
TNT). 




PAni is a special conducting polymer since its doped state can be controlled by acid/base reactions. 
This is widely used to detect acidic and basic gases. When exposed in ammonia gas, PAni undergo 

















The protons on –NH– groups were transferred to NH3 molecules to form ammonium ions while PAni 
itself turned into its base form. This process is reve sible, and in fact, when ammonia atmosphere is 
removed, the ammonium ion can be decomposed to ammonia gas and proton. After reaction with 
acidic gases, such as HCl, H2S and CO2 (in present of water) PAni will be doped [25, 64-68]. Water is 
also able to transfer protons to PAni [69]. Weiller et al. reported that H2 can be adsorb on the positive-
charged nitrogen atoms of PAni, and then dissociate into hydrogen atoms. The following formation of 
new N-H bonds between the hydrogen atoms and nitrogens can reduce the resistance of  PAni [70]. 
Proton transfer is also present in PPy. Krivan et al. observed a decrease in resistance of PPy film 
when it was exposed to the vapor of weak acid such as H2S and CH3COOH,  indicating a proton 
transfer from acidic gas to PPy and a increase of doping level of the polymer [71]. Geng et al. gave th
same interpretation [72]. Furthermore, NH3 was reported to be able to remove protons from PPy [73, 
74]. If the formed ammonium was bind close to the counter anion, the proton transfer process is 
reversible. However, in fact,  a nucleophilic attack on the carbon atom of PPy backbones usually 
occurs, which may cause an irreversible change in PPy [75]. 
Not only polymer chains but also the counter ions or the side chains may involved in the acid-base 
reaction. A decrease in resistance was found when acrylic acid doped PAni reacted with NH3 [76]. The 
authors explained it as that the removal of protons from the free acrylic acid dopants by ammonia 
render free conduction sites in the polymer matrix. Mohammad and Jung et al. considered the response 
of PTh film to ammonia as the result of formation of irreversible ionic pairs between the positively 
charged electric barrier of NH4
+ ions and the doped anions [77, 78]. In another case, HCl protonates the 
carboxylate groups on poly(thiophene-3-alkanoic acid), and allows the polymer chains to relax from 
twisted conformation to a violet π-stacked conformation [79]. The sensors fabricated from PAni with 
boronate groups showed poor reversibility for detecting ammonia, mainly due to ammonia reacted with 
boronate to form ion pairs [80]. 
 
3.1.2 Weak interactions between analytes and conducti g polymers. 
Many important organic analytes, such as benzene, toluene and some other volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) are not reactive at room temperature and under mild conditions. Therefore, it is 
difficult to detect them by their chemical reactions with conducting polymers. However, they may have 
weak physical interactions with the sensing polymers, involving absorbing or swelling the polymer 




matrixes, etc. These interactions do not change the oxidation levels of conducting polymers, but can 
also influence the properties of the sensing materials and make these gases detectable. 
 
 
Figure 1. Device configuration used by Bartlett to investigate dsorption of conducting polymer 
films in chemresistor type sensor. 
 
Absorbing of the analyte molecules on the surface of sensing film is widely used in gas sensing. In 
fact, absorption is the first step in all the sensing techniques, especially in same quartz crystal 
microbalance sensors. The absorption of organic gases on conducting polymers has been 
experimentally studied. Bartlett’s group presented a basic model for polymer gas sensors which 
consists of a thin uniform polymer film lying on the  top of a pair of coplanar electrodes supported by 
an insulating substrate [81]. They assumed that the absorption process is described by the Langmuir 






⇔+        (1) 
where kf and kb are the forward and backward reaction rate, respectively, A is the analyte. Based on the 
device illustrated in Figure 1, a modified diffusion equation in dimensionless form can be established 

















       (2) 
where χ is the dimensionless distance parameter (x/L), τ is the dimensionless time parameter (Dt/L2), γ 
the normalized gas concentration (a/a∞) and a∞ is the external gas concentration. γ and η are 
dimensionless parameters given by KN and Ka∞, respectively, and thus depend upon material 
properties such as the equilibrium constant K (kf/kb) and the density of sites N. On the other hand, the 






1        (3) 
where κ is a dimensionless parameter that equals the ratio of f rward reaction-rate to diffusion-rate, 
kfNL
2/D. Equa. 2 and 3 may now be solved with suitable boundary conditions to obtain the adsorption 
and desorption concentration γ(χ, τ), and site occupancy θ( χ, τ) profiles. However, these two 
nonlinear partial differential equations have not been analytically solved exactly. The authors got 
approximate analytical solutions in six limiting cases [82, 83], which are pure diffusion 
(λ < 1, η < 1, κ > η), slow diffusion (λ < 1, η < 1, κ > 1), unsaturated (linear) reaction kinetics 




(λ < 1, η < 1, κ < η), saturated reaction kinetics (η < 1, κ < η, λ > 1), saturated (nonlinear) reaction 
kinetics (κ > 1,κ >η, λ > 1, λ2 > η) and mix diffusion reaction process (κ > 1, 1< λ2 < η, η > 1). 
Considering the electrode width d and the gap width w, conducting response can be obtained 
numerically by some complicated operation. 
 
 
Figure 2. Device configurations and the corresponding equivalent circuit used by Hwang and Lin to 
investigate adsorption of conducting polymer film in chemresistor type sensor. 
 
Bartlett’s model is more or less too complex that it is hard to be applied for understanding the 
sensing performance directly. There are several other t eories to interpret the sensing mechanism. 
Another simple model based on Langmuir isotherm wasdeveloped by Hwang and Lin et al.[84-86]. 
Their study only involved equilibrium state rather than dynamic cases. As shown in Figure 2, the 
overall resistance of the sensing film can be considered as n resistances of R in parallel and each R is 
composed of m resistances of r in series. Here R, r, n represent the resistance of a layer, the resistance 
of a site, the number of conduction paths, respectiv ly, while m is the number of active sites in a 
monolayer. Thus the resistance R should be: 
( ) 01 1 rmrmR θθ −+=       (4) 
where r0 is the vacant site resistance and r1 is the occupied site resistance; θ is site coverage of 








=θ          (5) 
where Km is the adsorption equilibrium constant and C0 the concentration of the analyte. Combination 












−=∆      (6) 
Eq. 6 has been used to explain the experimental resu ts reported by the Hwang. They also found that 
the addition of poly(ethylene oxide) into polypyrrole film can change the adsorption equilibrium 
constant Km, and further change the sensing performance. 
Charlesworth et al. investigated the relationship between mass and conductance changes of PPy 
film, and found that the fractional change in resistance varies linearly with fractional mass uptake 
below about 5% mass change [87]. They assumed that PPy film behaved like a uniform sheet, thus, the 
uptake of mass during exposure to vapors is described by Fick’s equation for diffusion: 
( )
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where M(t) is the mass taken up by the film at time t, M(∞) is the equilibrium mass uptake by the film, 
L is the film thickness, and D is the diffusion coefficient. For rapidly rising portion of the adsorption 

















      (8) 
Least-squares fitting the factional mass increase against t1/2 gives the value of D, and the value of some 
alcohols were calculated in their paper. The alcohol m leculars with small size fit better to Equa 8. The 
further analysis of mass increase data concluded that Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) isotherm is 
obeyed in this adsorption process. This is different from Bartlett’s models. 
Bissell and Persaud paid attention to saturated vapor pressure (SVP) of organic gases [88]. They 
pointed out that the absorption of analyte molecules is a partition process between gas phase and 
polymer phase. The VOC partition between gaseous and co ensed phase has been well described in 












==          (9) 
where ρ1 and M1 are the density and molecular weight of the polymer, r spectively, γ2 is the vapour 
activity coefficient, p2 is the saturated SVP of the solute vapour, R is the molar gas constant and T is 
temperature defined in Kelvin. Since fractional change in resistance varies linearly with fractional mass 
uptake at low mass change, the change in sensor resistance can be expressed as 
siCkR =∆        (10) 














       (11) 
where b=log(RTρ1/M1∆R) and is a constant. Considering a homologous series of analyte vapors, Cg is 
the concentration in each case required to generate fixed amplitude of sensing response. According to 
Eq. 11, a plot of log(1/Cg) against log(1/p2) will be linear with a gradient of unity if the ratio ki/γ2 is a 
constant across the series. The authors measured the responses of several types of sensors to differenc 
vapors, including alcohols, esters, alkanes and arom tic compounds, and found that all these sensors 
displayed linear correlations between the vapor concentrations producing fixed amplitude of sensor 
response and the analyte saturated vapor pressure, which indicate that VOC partition and signal 
transduction are typically non-specific processes in these materials. 
The equilibrium and kinetics of adsorption were well investigated. To detect the adsorption of 
analyte and further the concentration of them, the eff cts of adsorption and desorption on the properties 
of the sensing film were studied. A simple method t monitor the adsorption-desorption is measuring 
the mass uptake. By recording the response frequency change of a conducting polymer film coated 
quartz microbalance, water vapor, hydrocarbon, acetone, organic acids, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene 
and xylene (BTEX compounds) can be detected [90-94]. Besides, The mass increase measurement is 
usually combined with other techniques to give additional information in sensing processes [95-97]. 
Nigorikawa and Hwang, used PPy and PPy-based composite film respectively, successfully recognized 
different molecules based on the (∆R/∆f) value, where ∆R and ∆f are the resistance change of the film 
and response frequency change of the crystal [98, 9]. Analyte adsorption also may enhance the 




potential barrier at the boundaries between the grains, eventually changing the electric properties of the 
sensing materials [100]. Athawale et al. reported that adsorption-desorption of chloroform molecule on 
Cu clusters in a copper/polyaniline composite can alter its resistance, and the change was found to be 
reversible [101].  
In addition to adsorption, another widely observed phenomenon in the process of conducting 
polymer contacting vapors is swelling. Like other polymers, conducting polymers can swell in many 
organic solvents, and this has been detected by AFM[102]. This is controlled by the vapor molecular 
volume, the affinity of the vapor to the sensing polymer and the physical state of the polymer [103, 
104]. At ambient temperature, most conducting polymers are in their glassy state, thus some 
researchers pointed out that a low sorption and swelling level are expected and their contribution to the
overall electrical resistance decrease is minor[104]. However, swelling of the polymer film is an 
important mechanism to interpret sensing behavior of conducting polymer to organic vapors [16, 17, 
64, 105-110]. For a pure conducting polymer, inserting analyte molecule into polymer matrix 
generically increases interchain distance, which affects the electron hopping between different polymer 
chains. Zotti and Berlin tried to using Mott’s theory to describe the interchain electron transfer [95]: 

















      (12) 
where σ and σ0 is the conductivity before and after exposed to solvent vapor, respectively, εs and εp is 
the relative permittivity of the solvent and the polymer, X is the molar fraction of absorbed vapor for 
sensing polymer and B is a constant. They found that the experimental data followed the equation well. 
According to their results, the electric conductivity change depends on εs and εp: conductivity increases 
for εs>εp while decreases for εp >εs. 
The swelling process of a composite conducting polymer is complicate. One or more components 
can be swollen to different extents, which results in various changes in overall conductivity. In some 
cases, the analyte dissolve conducting polymer better than the other component, and it will be swollen 
first. Spinks synthesized polyaniline/polystyrene (PS) composite films and tested their response to 
alcohols [104]. Because PAni has a higher solubility in polar alcohols, it swelled much more than PS 
which in fact increased the effective volume of conducting PAni. This resulted in increasing the 
conductivity of PAni. In some cases, other components rather than conducting polymers in the 
composite swelled more. For example, when PPy/PMMA composite film exposed in acetone, PMMA 
swelled much more than PPy and separated conducting PPy. Thus, the conductivity of the composite 
film was decreased [106]. Similar results were also obtained in PAni/PVA composite sensor to 
humidity [17] and PPy/Polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), PPy/ S, PPy/Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) to some toxic 
gases [111].  
Hydrogen bonding and dipole-dipole interactions are also reported to play important roles in sensing 
process. The infrared spectra of a PPy film after exposing to acetone indicated the formation of 
hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between C=O groups of acetone molecules and N−H groups of pyrrole 
units [112]. Tan et al. investigated the interaction between methanol and PAni salt and base [113]. 
They found that the H-bonds in the two types PAnis were different. In PAni base, one methanol 
molecule forms two H-bonds as a bridge between PAni chains. Twisting caused by these H-bonds 




localized the polarons and decrease the conductance of PAni. Furthermore, the weak intermolecular 
force is also used to distinguish enantionmer of chiral gas by PPy with chiral side group [114] . 
Experimental results demonstrated that some analyte gases, especially alcohols [32, 115] and 
ketones [112], can change the crystallinity of conducting polymers. This fact has been confirmed by X-
ray diffractions. Small alcohols such as methanol and ethanol interact and diffuse more efficiently in 
the polymeric matrixes than the alcohols with higher molecular weight do. Moreover, the high 
dielectric constants of small alcohols make they strongly interact with the nitrogen atoms of 
polyanilines, leading to an expansion of the compact PAni chains into more stretching conformations. 
This in turn, is expected to increase the crystallinity of the polymer and decrease its electric resistance. 
In contras,  alcohols molecules with high molecular weights can not diffuse into polymer matrix 
efficiently like small ones due to their long chain le gths and non-polar nature, they are likely to act as 
barriers among PAni chains, which results in an increase in resistance [32]. In another work, the 
authors proved that, acetone can weaken the dispersion force between aromatic pyrrole units and 
increased the content of the disorder sections in PPy which hinders the electron mobility and hence 
decreased conductivity of PPy [112]. 
Another possible interaction between analytes and conducting polymer films is dissolving of the 
counter ions of conducting polymers in analytes. Counter ions are usually bound along the polymer 
chains and their mobility is rather low. The analyte diffused into the film can act as a solvent for small 
counter ions, eventuating in an ionic conduction [113, 116]. Besides, solvent molecular can result in a
delocalization of counter ion, which in some case allows easier intra-chain electron transfer and 
reduces the resistance of the film [17, 117, 118]. However, in some cases, with the help of bias, water 
vapor can cause the dedoping of conducting polymer in a field-effect transistor [119]. 
 
3.2 The configurations and sensing principles of different sensors. 
For an over view in classification of gas sensors and configuration of different sensors, IUPAC’s 
report [120] and Nylander’s review[121] are two important literatures. Here, we will discuss only the 




Figure 3. Configuration of chemresistor. 
 
Chemiresistors are the most common type of sensors [63, 71, 118, 122-127]. They can be fabricated 
through a cheap and convenient process [128]. A chemiresistor is a resistor, whose electric resistance is 




sensitive to the chemical environment.  Chemiresistor consists of one or several pairs of electrodes and 
a layer of conducting polymer in contacting with the electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 3. The electrical 
resistance change of the sensing material is measurd as the output, so a simple ohmmeter is enough to 
collect the data. Usually, a constant current or potential is applied on the sensor, and the measuring 
signal is potential or current change, respectively. To improve the performance, interdigitated electrode 
is widely used [25, 30, 44, 129], and a typical onewas shown in Figure 4. This type of sensor is simple 
but efficient.  
 
 




Figure 5. Equivalent circuit diagram of the device shown in Figure 3. 
 
An equivalent circuit diagram is presented in Figure 5 [130, 131]. The change in any parts of the 
sensor will cause a consequential change of overall resistance of the device. Of course, the most 
important part is the bulk resistance. For a doped conducting polymer, its conductivity consists of three 
component: 
ihc σσσσ
1111 ++=  
where σ is overall conductivity, σc the intermolecular conductivity, σh the intramolecular hopping 
conductivity and σi the ionic conductivity, respectively. According to the description in 3.1, when react 
with analytes, σc can be altered by changing doping levels of conducting polymers by both redox and 




acidic/basic doping/dedoping. σh is usually modulated through adjusting intrachain distance of polymer 
chains. This is achieved by swelling the polymer, changing crystallinity, forming H-bonds and dipolar-
dipolar interactions. σI is controlled by mobility of counter ions, which is effected by the interaction 
between the ions and analytes. 
The contact resistance was studied by Mirsky et al [132, 133]. They designed a four-point 
interdigital electrode to reduce the contact resistance and enhance the response of a chemiresistor. 
Other researchers reported that the sensors based on conducting polymer nanofibers have a worse 
performance than those of ordinary films. They pointed out that a bad contact between nanofibers and 
electrodes is the main reason [134]. The irreversibility of chemiresistor was increased as the polymer 
film was peeled off from electrodes because of the increase of contact resistance, and it can be 
efficiently restrained by using the technique of four-point measurement [87]. 
Alternating current (AC) also has been used as the signals of chemiresistor sensors [71, 135-137]. 
When AC current is applied, the capacitance and inductor should be included in equivalent circuit 
model. Both of these two variables are related to gas interaction with the sensing film. Thus, not only 
resistance, but also capacitance and inductance can be measured to detecting gases. Furthermore, the 
value of dissipation factor (resistance/absolute value of reactance) changes with the current frequency, 
and the peak in the dissipation-frequency curve shifts when the sensor is exposed to different gases. 
The peak position is unique for different gases and useful in distinguishing them [138, 139]. 
Chemresistors are the most popular device configuration of gas sensors, and many commercialized 
devices are based on it. The related technologies, including fabrication and measurements, have been 
maturely developed. Thin films, fibers and bulk materials can be utilized as the sensing elements of 
chemresistors and their output signals are resistances. Using conducting polymer as the sensing film 
brings several advantages in device fabrication and operation. Conducting polymers are easy to be 
processed into films by many techniques as summarized above; most of these methods are operated in 
room temperature. The disadvantage of chemresistor is hat the resistance of a device is influenced by 
many ambient factors, and not only determined by the resistance of the conducting polymer sensing 
film, but also the contact resistance of the electrodes. Moreover, little information other than resistance 
can be obtained; this is unfavorable in distinguishing different analytes. 
 
3.2.2 Transistor and diode sensors 
The well known organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) have been applied in sensing field just after it 
was first developed [140]. There are some reviews on OTFTs [141] and their application in sensors 
[130, 131, 140]. In general, a TFT consists of a semiconductor active layer in contact with two 
electrodes (“source” and “drain”), and a third electrode (“gate”) which is separated with the active layer 
by an insulating film. When it works, a source-drain voltage was applied and a source-drain current 
was measured. The gate is used to modulate the currnt by a gate potential. The source-drain current is 
changed when sensing film interacts with analyte. Two types of conducting polymer transistor, 
classified by whether the current flow through the polymer [128, 131], were used to detect gases, as 
illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6A shows the configuration of a thin film transistor (TFT), its active 
layer is made of conducting polymer, and Figure 6B represents the structure of insulated gate field-




effect transistor (IGFET), whose gate electrode is made of conducting polymer and the current flows 
through the other semiconducting layer, e. g. silicon. 
 
 
Figure 6. Configuration of TFT (A) and IGFET (B). 
 
The modulation of source-drain current is interpreted as that an appropriate gate potential can enrich 
charge carriers in the semiconducting layer close t gate electrode, forming a current channel. The 
heart of a TFT is the gate capacitor in which silicon forms one plate while the conducting polymer film 
forms the other [130]. When the two chemically different plates are electronically connected, an 
electric field is created at their interface. This field is proportional to the difference of work functions 
of the two plate materials [142], and both source-drain current and turn-on voltage are governed by it. 
Electron transfer between analyte molecules and sensing polymer layer is able to change the work 
function of the polymers, which causes response in source-drain current or gate voltage. 
For a IGFET devices (Figure 6B), the gate-to-source voltage, VG, source-drain current, ID, follow the 
normal equations valid for IGFET [131]. If VD < VG－VT, in the so-called subthreshold (or linear) 

























Where µ is the mobility of minority carrier, C0 is the gate capacitance, W and L are the width and 
length of the channel, respectively. VT is called turn-on voltage. In IGFET, the conductivity of polymer 
gate does not influent the source-drain current, so he response in ID or VT are caused by the modulation 
of work function of the conducting polymer gate. This type of sensors has been used to detect various 
gases [119, 143-148].  
In OTFT, the current is modulated by both work function and the conductivity of polymer, so it is 
hard to make sure which is the key factor. The current equation and sensing principle are the same as 
IGFET. This configuration of sensor is also widely used [100, 109, 110, 119, 149]. 





Figure 7. Configuration of diode device. 
 
Diode is a rather simple device, as shown in Figure 7, and can been employed to detect gas analytes. 
Conducting polymers that are stable in the air are usually p-type semiconductors. When a conducting 
polymer film contact to a n-type semiconductor, a heterojunction will form at their interface [35, 150, 
151]. Alternatively, a so-called Schottky barrier can be formed at the conducting polymer/metal 


























where A* is the effective Richardson's constant, ϕB the effective barrier height, kb the Boltzmann's 
constant, n the ideality factor, e the electronic charge, and T is the absolute temperature. 
The effective barrier height ϕB can be modulated by analyte, through changing doping level of 
conducting polymer. Thus, after exposing to an analyte, several electric parameters of the diode will 
change, such as current density (can be measured by gas-induced voltage shift, that is the voltage shift 
before and after exposing to analyte at a constant current density) and rectification ratio. 
In comparison with chemresistors, transistors and diodes provide more parameters for 
measurements, thus, may give more detailed information about the semiconductor natures of the 
conducting polymer sensing films. Moreover, the detection limit and sensitivity of the sensors based on 
transistor are better than those of chemresistors because of the signal amplification of transistor devic s. 
The beneficial of using conducting polymer as the sensing layer is the convenience in fabrication. 
Besides, easy modification in conducting polymer structures provides facile route to sensing materials 
with different work functions and selectivities to analytes, which insure high performance of transistor-
configured sensors. The disadvantages of these devices are, as other semiconductor devices, their 








3.3.3 Optic devices 
UV-vis and NIR spectra can reflect the electron configurations of conducting polymers. During the 
doping process, the spectral absorbance of conductig polymer film will change and new bands will 
appear due to the formation of  polarons and bipolarons; while the spectrum can return to its original 
shape after dedoping [155]. Thus, analyte gas contati g conducting polymer film can be detected by 
recording the UV-vis or NIR spectral changes. An ultra thin film is suitable for fabricating an optic 
sensor, because the spectrum of a thin film is easyto be recorded by using commercial spectrometers. 
In fact, the simplest senor is just a glass covered with an ultra thin conducting polymer film. In order to 
online measure the spectral change with commercial UV-vis or NIR spectrometer, a special vessel is 
necessary. The responses of the sensors are usually the transmittance or absorbance changes of the 
sensing films [41, 59, 60, 79, 102, 156, 157].  
 
 
Figure 8. Configuration of two typical optical sensors using optical fibers. 
 
Long distance detection can be carried out by using an optical fiber to measure the absorbance of the 
polymer layer. Two typical configurations of optical devices are shown in Figure 8. One is placing the 
sensing film on the cross-section of the fiber, as illu trated in Figure 8A [158]. The mechanism of this 
device is the same as that of direct measuring techniques. The other is removing a small fraction of the
cladding on the fiber and coating this section with conducting polymer, as shown in Figure 8B [159-




161]. Bansal at al. described the details of this type of sensors [161]. The light reflects on the surface of 
conducting polymers, and the output light brings the absorption property of the conducting polymer 
cladding. Exposing the modified section of optic fiber will cause the change in output light. 
Measuring the spectra of conducting polymers can help us to directly study their electron 
configuration. And as we know, colorimetry is a classical technique in analytical chemistry. The sensor 
is only a piece of glass covered by a thin film of c nducting polymer, whose configuration and 
fabrication procedures are very simple. However, the sensitivity of this kind of sensors is low, and the
need of special spectrometers is expensive and not co venient.  
 
 
Figure 9. Kretschmann-type configuration of surface-plasmon resonance sensor device. 
 
Surface-plasmon resonance (SPR) is another method of vapor detection utilizing light. Surface 
plasma waves are collective oscillations of the fre electrons at the boundary of metal and dielectric 
material; their quanta are known as surface plasmon. A y changes in the properties of the dielectric 
layer near the interface will influence the excitation of the plasmons [162].   Near the resonance angle, 
small change of the conditions (incidence angle) may cause the reflected intensity change acutely. A 
SPR sensor has a typical configuration illustrated in Figure 9 (Kretschmann-type configuration) [163]. 
On exposing to analytes, the minimum in the reflectan e curve will shift, which indicates the existenc 
of the analytes. The sensitivity of this type of sensors is high, but the detecting procedures are 
complicate.  
 
3.3.4 Piezoelectric crystal sensors 
Two types of sensors fall into this category; they are quartz crystal microbalance (QCMB) and 
surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors. The principle and applications of piezoelectric crystal sensors 
are well reviewed by Chang et al. [164]. 





Figure 10. Configuration of quartz crystal microbalance sensor device. 
 
A typical schematic diagram of QCMB is shown in Figure 10. It consists of a conducting polymer 
coated quartz crystal and a pair of electrodes. The resonant frequency of a quartz crystal changes with 






where ∆F is the resonant frequency shift, F resonant frequency, ∆m the mass change on the surface of 
device, µ the shear modulus, ρ the density of the quartz crystal, and A is its surface area. Thus, 
measuring the frequency shift ∆F can determine the adsorption mass and further the concentration of 
analyte [90, 91, 94, 166-169]. 
 
 
Figure 11. Configuration of surface acoustic wave sensor device. 
 
A standard design for a SAW device is shown in Figure 11 [164]. A transmitter interdigital 
electrode (interdigital transducers, IDTs) and a receptor interdigital electrode are attached onto a 
piezoelectric crystal. The polymer film is coated on the gap between these two electrodes. An input 
radio frequency voltage is applied across the transmitter IDTs, inducing deformations in the 
piezoelectric substrate. These deformations give ris  to an acoustic wave, traversing the gap between 
two IDTs. When it reaches the receptor IDTs, the mechanics energy was converted back to radio 




frequency voltage [164, 170]. The adsorption and desorption of gas on the polymer film on the gap will 
modulate the wave propagation characters.  A phase or frequency shift will be recorded between the 
input and output voltages [170-172].  
The detect limits of above two types of devices are very low (<1 ppm). Because piezoelectric crystal 
is rather sensitive to mass uptake, adsorbing a very small amount of analyte can be detected through 
frequency change. For the same reason, the selectivity of piezoelectric crystal devices is poor. 
Conducting polymers here act only as active layers, which tune the surface property of crystal and 
improve both detect limit (by adsorbing more analyte molecules) and selectivity (by introducing special 
interaction with analytes) of the sensors. In fact, other polymer can also play this role. However, as 
described above, this technique can be combined with chemresistor (see 3.1.2), to give useful 
information in distinguishing analytes. 
 
3.2.5 Amperometric sensors 
Amperometric method also has been applied for detecting gases. This sensor usually has a divided 
cell, with conducting polymer/metal/Nafion® as working electrode [173-175]. The supporting 
electrolyte usually is an inorganic acid to provide H+ ions for ionic conductance in Nafion® film. The 
configuration of the cell is presented in Figure 12.  
 
 
Figure 12. Configuration of a type of electrolytic cell for gas sensing. 
 
The sensing mechanism is the same as other amperometric s nsors used in solutions. When an 
appropriate potential is applied on the electrode, th  analyte molecules are anodic oxidized or cathodic 
reduced, resulting in a current change.  
 




3.3 The Parameters Influence the Performance of the Gas Sensors Based on Conducting Polymers 
Many factors are expected to influence or improve the performances of conducting polymer based 
sensors. Here, we will just list several important f ctors.  
 
3.3.1 Sensing materials 
Much attempt has been devoted to improve the sensitivity, response time and stability of gas sensors 
by modifying the sensing materials. Nearly all the widely studied conducting polymers such as PPy, 
PTh and PAni have been used as the active materials in sensors (see Table 1). The methods of 
adjusting the sensing materials include modifying the polymer molecular structures, changing dopants 
and incorporating second component into conducting polymers. 
An advantage of using conducting polymer as the active material is that the chain structure of 
conducting polymer can be easily modified. Table 1 lists the derivatives of different conducting 
polymers reported in recent literatures. 
 
Table 1. Modified conducting polymers for gas sensing 
Backbone Side chain Reference 
PPy S: alkyl [95], [176], [37] 
 S: alkoxy [95], [133] 
 S: hydroxyalkyl [90] 
 S: carboxyalkyl [90] 
 S: alkyl sulfonic acid [95] 
 S: amine [95] 
 S: ester group [95], [177], [114] 
 S: other [90] 
 G: to PVA [97] 
 C: with thiophene [37] 
PAni S: alkoxy [91], [96], [178]  
 S: sulfonic acid [179], [61] 
 S: phenyl [180] 
 S: boronate [80] 
 G: to SWNT [61] 
PTh S: alkyl [166], [181], [168], [110], [53], [105], 
[182], [127], [109] 
 S: alkoxy [183], [110], [157], [168], [184], [185], 
[100] 
 S: ester group [166] 
 S: alkthio [186] 
 S: carboxyl alkyl [79] 
 C: poly(3-octylthiophene- 
co-thienylethanol) 
[181] 




(Table 1 continued) 
 C: with PS [182] 
 C: with PMA [182] 
 C: with PBA [182] 
PEdot S: alkoxy [187] 
 S: ether group [95] 
PA S: amine [188] 
Poly(diethylyl 
benzene) (PEB) 
S: alkoxy [189] 
S: Sidechain; C: Copolymer; G: Graft 
 
The introduction of grafts to the backbones of conducting polymers has two effects. Firstly, most of 
the side chains are able to increase the solubility of conducting polymers. This makes them can be 
processed into the sensing film by LB technology, spin-coating, ink-printing or other solution-assistant 
method. Secondly, some functional chains can adjust the properties of conducting polymers, such as 
space between molecules [182] or dipole moments [168], or bring additional interactions with analytes, 
which may enhance the response, shorten the response time, or produce new sensitivity to other gases. 
These interactions have been discussed in 3.1. As listed in Table 1, many sensors employ substituted or 
copolymerized conducting polymers as the active materials.  
Dopants can influence the physical and chemical properties of conducting polymers. Conducting 
polymers doped with different ions may give distinc responses to a specific analyte. A representative 
example of conducting polymer is that PAni doped with small inorganic ions showed a resistance 
increase to ammonia, while acrylic acid doped PAni exhibited an inverse response [76]. The chemical 
reaction and weak interaction between dopants and analytes have been discussed above; herein some 
other examples are listed. It should be noted that, in different sensing systems, the dopants played 
different roles. The conductivities of conducting polymers are directly determined by the doping levels 
and the properties of counter ions. For example, th conductivity of ClO4
－ doped PPy is higher than 
that of p-toluenesulphonate (TsO－) doped PPy. High conductivity resulted in a low initial resistance R0 
and high relative response (∆R/R0), for initial resistance is the denominator [190]. However, 
Subramanian et al. reported a opposite trend in PAni based chemiresistor, the relative change in 
conductance decreased with the increase of original conductance [191]. Potje-Kamloth et al. reported 
the gas sensing performance of a heterojunction type sensor was strongly influenced by the nature of 
dopants [35]. In another case, camphosuphonic acid (CSA) doped PAni shows the best response 
comparing with those doped with diphenyl phosphate (DPPH) and maleic acid (Mac) when detecting 
water vapor [69]. However, they did not give clear xplanation. Hong et al. studied the reversibility of 
PAni-based chemiresistor, and found that strong acid dopants resulted in better reversibility, while a 
worse response [62]. Differences in sensing performances between Cl－, SO4
2－ and NO3
－ doped PPy 
composites are also studies by Ratcliffe group [176]. Further, de Souza et al. tried to find the 
relationship between the response and the molecular sizes of dopants [192]. Zhu and Tang examined 
the critical reduction charge (Qc), which is defined as the charge required for the formation of a 
continuous partially reduced phase in the PAni film, in two PAni films doped with ClO4
－ and 




dodecylbenzene sulphate, respectively. They found the latter PAni yielded a smaller Qc, therefore has a 
higher response to ammonia gas [193]. Moreover, the doping levels of conducting polymers are also 
able to influence the sensitivity of chemiresistors [59, 112, 183].  
Incorporating second component into conducting polymer film is one of the most important 
methods to develop new sensors. In comparison with modification of molecular structure of conducting 
polymers, the advantage of this technique is that it can avoid complicated chemical syntheses. 
Insulating polymers, carbon nanotubes, metal clusters and metal oxides are usually used to prepare 
conducting polymer composites. Some recent composite-based sensors are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Conducting polymer composite used in gas sensors 
Conducting 
polymer 
Second component Texture Reference 
PPy PS Blend [194], [111], [27] 
 High density polyethylene (HDPE) Blend [27] 
 PEO Blend [195], [27] 
 PVA Blend [196], [84], [43]  
 PMMA Blend [38], [106], [27] 
 PMMA Coated [74] 
 Poly(etheretherletone) (PEEK) Coated [74] 
 PVDF Blend [197] 
 PVAc Blend [111] 




 Polyurethane (PU) Coated [19] 
 C60 Blend [198] 
 SWNT Coated [39] 
 Nafion®/metal Coated [175], [199], [200] 
 Calixarene Blend [122] 
 Various of plasticized polymers Blend [194] 
 Pb-phthalocyanine Blend [52], [22] 
 SnO2 Blend [176] 
 Fe2O3 Blend [54], [201], [72] 
 MoO3 Layered [107] 
 WO3 Blend [202] 
 ZnO2 Blend [203] 
PAni PS 
Blend 




[117], [118], [67], 
[68], [17] 
 PMMA Blend [60], [204], [205] 
 PVDF Coated [206] 




(Table 2 continued) 
 Poly(butyl acrylate-co-vinyl acetate) 
(PBuA-VAc) 
Blend [17] 
    
 PP + Carbon black + Thermoplastic PU 
PS + Carbon black + Thermoplastic PU 
Blend [207] 
    
 Ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer 
(EVA)/copolyamide (CoPA) 
Blend [208] 
    
 Nylon 6 Coated [62] 
 Polyimide (PI) Blend [50] 
 PEDOT Coated [65] 
 Carbon black Blend [209] 
 SWNT Coated [210] 
 MWNT Blend [211] 
 Cu(II)-exchanged hectorite Blend [212] 
 PtO2 Blend [213] 
 TiO2 Blend [23] 
 SnO2 Blend [42] 
 MoO3 Layered [214] 
 CuCl2 Blend [66] 
 CeO2 Blend [215] 
 In2O3 Blend [216] 
 Zeolite and Cu2+ Blend [48] 
 Nafion®/metal Coated [173], [217] 
 Cu Blend [101] 
 Pd Blend [33] 
PTh 4-t-butyl-Cu-phthalocyanine Blend [53] 
 MWCN Blend [127] 
 SnO2 Blend [42] 
 Cu Blend [55] 
 Pd Blend [55] 
 
The functions of incorporating another component into the conducting polymers are manifold. We 
can classify these sensors according to sensing mechanisms. In some cases, the second components 
play an important role in sensing process. They may improve the properties of sensing film (i.e. 
partition coefficient [85]), help in electron or proton transfer [33, 118], or directly interact with 
analytes by swelling [104] or electron/proton exchange [22]. These effects have been described in 3.1.  
In other cases, the second components are induced only to improve the device configuration, e. g.: 
change the morphology of the film (i.e. act as a porous matrix; as what will be seen in next section, 




morphology is expected to influence the performance of the sensors) [20, 205], improve the 
mechanical property [19] or protect sensing film [206]. It should be noted that the content of the 
additional component (or conducting polymer) will also influence the performance of the sensor [48, 
50, 54, 127, 195]. 
 
3.3.2 Device Fabrication 
In this section, we first focus on the morphology of the sensing “film”. For transistors, optical 
sensors and piezoelectric crystal sensors, a thin film active layer is most suitable. However, 
morphology change of sensing layer can strongly influe ce the performances of chemresistors and 
diodes. These effects are usually attributed to be the results of changing the ratio of surface area to 
volume (rA/V) [218]. A film with higher rA/V makes analyte molecules diffuse and interact with the 
sensing layer more easily, which lead to a higher sensitivity and shorter response time.  
To increase the rA/V of a flat film, we can either thin the film or make it porous. Many results 
demonstrated that sensors with thinner or more porous active films have higher sensitivities [219-221]. 
However, this trend is not obvious in porous film. Increasing the volume ratio of micropores in the film 
is able to enhance the response [205]. However, as the porosity of the film is high enough, the response 
of the film is insensitive to its thickness [220]. 
On the other hand, as a thin film fabricated by LB technique was used as the sensing layers, the 
sensitivity of the sensor increased with the number of LB layer [21, 36]. It is possible due to diffusion 
of analytes is not the key step in the ultrathin LB film, and the sensitivity of the device determined by 
the amount of the polymer. Nanfibers (wires, tubes) have huge rA/V values, so they are perfect 
candidates for preparing sensors with high sensitivities and fast responses. We can use ether fabric of 
nanofibers or a single nanofiber. The first design is easy to realize, but efficient in promoting the 
sensitivity of chemiresistors  [44, 64, 66, 70, 134, 211, 222, 223]. The single nanowire is more difficult 
to be utilized in sensors [63, 224, 225]. Recently, Chi et al. developed a new technology combined with
nanoinprint lithography and lift-off process to fabricate a PPy nano wire between microelectrodes [226, 
227]. It is also reported that the sensitivity and response time of single nanowire were influenced by its 
diameter [63, 226]. Whatever the morphology of active layer is, the response time is always decrease as 
the thickness of layer decrease [21, 36]. The treatm n  of electrodes surface treatment sometimes is 
able to minish the contact resistance, as well as the sensitivity. On a rough Au electrode surface, th 
electrodeposited PPy adhered is much better than on smooth Au electrode [228]. By chemical 
modification of the surface, the PAni could be grafted onto Si with good adherence [229]. These 
technologies are useful in the fabrication of electrochemical sensors. 
Pretreatment of sensing film may also affect the performance of the sensors. Soaking PPy in 
methanol solution can shorten the response time to methanol gas, which could be interpreted as the 










3.3.3 Working environment 
The first factor must be noted here is temperature. Like other semiconductors, the conductance of 
conducting polymers increases with the increase of temperature. For a chemiresistors, the initial 
conductance of conducting polymer is changed as the temperature alters [231, 232]. However, the 
change of initial value is not the key issue. As dicussed above, sensing process involves two steps: 
adsorbing of analyte molecules in sensing film and then the reaction between them. Temperature is 
able to influence both of the two steps. Adsorption always prefers low temperature; increasing 
temperature will shift the equilibrium to desorption. When adsorption/desorption is the preponderant 
step, sensitivity will dwindle down as temperature increases [16, 18, 75, 204, 210, 233]. The 
performance of the sensors based on redox reactions usually increase with the increase of temperature 
[55, 129, 213], mainly due to the acceleration of reaction. In some case, two opposite effects described 
above resulted in a peak value of sensitivity in sesitivity-temperature curve [52]. 
The sensitivity of a sensor also strongly depends on the ambient humidity. In fact, water vapor itself 
is an important analyte, and many sensors are sensitive to humidity. Thus, the signal of other gas in 
humid atmosphere is a corporate response of the analyte and water. Sometimes change of humidity can 
produce a similar response as analyte does, which may confuse the results [158]. Generally, 
competitive adsorption between water and the analyte molecules occurs; consequentially water 
molecules will consume some active sites, so the sensitivity to the analyte is expected to decrease whn 
humidity increases [18, 88, 106]. However, in some cases, humidity is able to increase sensitivity [108, 
180, 206]. These results demonstrate that there is some cooperative effect of water vapor and analytes 
in sensing film. To reduce the influence of humidity, ntroducing hydrophobic substituted groups on 
polymer backbone was reported [88].  
There are other factors should be considered. Pressure effect is one of them. Fedorko found that 
when pressure changes, a phase transition will occur in PPy, causing alternation of conductivity [234]. 
When designing a chemiresistor, the influence of current also should not be neglected. Stronger current 
flow through conducting polymer will produce heat, which can affect the response as described above 
[136]. 
4. Summary and prospect 
In conclusion, conducting polymers have been widely used as the sensing layers of gas sensors. The 
advantages of using conducing polymers as the sensing layers are listed as following: 
Room-temperature operations. As discussed above, the interaction between conducti g polymer 
and gas analyte is rather strong at room temperatur. Therefore, the sensors based on conducting 
polymers can give remarkable signals, while those based on inorganic metal oxide nearly have no 
sensitivity at room temperature. This endows conducting polymer sensors with low energy 
consumption and simple device configuration.  
Facile property adjustment. The backbones of common conducting polymers are built up with 
aromatic rings, which are easy to attach various grafts through electrophilic substitutions. By 
introducing different substituents, or copolymerizing with different monomers, it is facile to adjust 
both the chemical and physical properties of conducting polymers; these adjustments are useful for 




promoting selectivity of sensors, and convenient in fabricating sensor arrays. From Table 1 we can find 
that many different derivatives of conducting polymers were synthesized and used in gas sensing.   
High sensitivity and short response time. The detect limits are rather low for sensors based on 
conducting polymers. For redox active or acid-base ctive analytes, the detect limit is smaller than 1 
ppm, and for inert organic analytes, that limit is about several ppm or lower. These data are listed in 
Table 3. 
The response times of these sensors are usually hundreds of seconds, and especially for some ultra 
thin film sensors, this time can be as short as about several seconds. 
 
Table 3. Detect limits of sensors based on conducting polymers  
and their composites to several gas analytes 
Analyte Sensing material Detect limit Sensor type Reference 
NH3 PAni/SWNT 50 ppb Chemresistor [210] 
NO2 PPy/PET <20 ppm Chemresistor [36] 
 PTh/CuPc 4.3 ppm Chemresistor [53] 
 PAni/In2O3 <0.5 ppm SAW [216] 
HCl PAni/FeAl 0.2 ppm Chemresistor [235] 
H2S PAni/heavy metal salts <10 ppm Chemresistor [66] 
CO PAni/FeAl 10 ppm Chemresistor [47] 
 PAni/In2O3 <60 ppm SAW [216] 
Water PAni < 25 ppm Chemresistor [30] 
Methanol PAni/Pd <1 ppm Chemresistor [33] 
Methane halide Poly(3-
methylthiophene)/MWNT 
Several ppm Chemresistor [127] 
 PAni/Cu <10 ppm Chemresistor [101] 
Acetone PTh copolymer 200~ 300 ppm Chemresistor [182] 
Toluene PTh copolymer 20 ppm Chemresistor [182] 
Butylamine Poly(anilineboronic acid) 10 ppb Chemresistor [80] 
 
Easy device fabrication. The fabrication of sensors based on conducting polymers is much easier 
than that based on other sensing materials. Conducti g polymers inherit the good mechanics property 
from polymers, so most mechanical processing techniques are suitable for processing them. 
Furthermore, by introducing long side chains, the solubility of conducting polymers can be greatly 
improved, which make they are able to be processed into films from their solutions by casting, layer-
by-layer deposition, spin-coating or LB technique. All these techniques are easy to be operated and 
repeated. This is an important superiority over sensors based on inorganic materials. 
Conducting polymers lead us to a new stage of detecting gases. However, they have several 
disadvantages need to be improved: 
Long-time instability and irreversibility. Long-time instability is a main drawback of the sen ors 
based on conducting polymers. It has been mentioned in many literatures, however, few articles have 
reported the lifetime of the sensors [180]. The performances of this kind of sensors decreased 




dramatically as they were stored in air for a relatively long time. This phenomenon can be explained as 
de-doping of conducting polymers. Many conducting polymers such as PPy and PTh, are easy to be 
dedoped when they are exposed to air. Besides, oxygen may cause degeneration of some conducting 
polymers. It was reported that PPy doped with big anions can remain conductivity in twenty years 
[236], and PPy doped with or amphiphilic anion can reduce the influence of water and oxygen [237]. 
These may be considered when designing sensing materials. 
Another problem is the irreversibility of these senors. The response of sensors gradually fall down 
in the sensing cycles, or the signal can not return to the original value after exposed to analytes. Some 
literatures reported these results [65, 224]. It was believed that the irreversibility of PPy in ammonia is 
caused by nucleophilic attack on carbon backbone [75]. The mechanism of irreversibility is still not 
clear now. 
Low selectivity.  Not only the sensors based on conducting polymers, but also the other sensors 
have to face this problem. A single sensor can not distinguish different analytes, and the response is 
easy to be influenced by the presence of other gases. Sensors based on conducting polymers usually 
sensitive to water, so humidity must be considered when detect other gases in air. Nearly all the 
conducting polymers are sensitive to redox-active gases, such as NH3 and NO2, and for organic vapors. 
Swelling effect often occurs in conducting polymer layers, which can cause electrical resistance change 
in chemresistor. These are the disbennifits of sensors based on conducting polymers. 
 According to the discussion above, further works in this field may mainly include following three 
aspects. First of all, sensing mechanisms, including the mechanisms of instability and irreversibility the 
sensors are not fully clear now. Most of the mechanisms mentioned above are presumptions of the 
authors. The interactions between analyte and conducti g polymer need further investigations. Second, 
Relative lower stability of conducting polymers is the main drawback of these sensors. Both chemical 
and physical properties of conducting polymer strongly depend on the ambient conditions, such as 
temperature and humidity. Thus, how to prolong the lifetime of sensors is the crisis in application of 
conducting polymers, and the main challenge to the res archers in the field.  Third, a great deal of 
effort has been devoted to adjusting the side chain structures of conducting polymers, to promote 
sensing performance. However, most of these attempts are concentrated in inducing several common 
side chains. Molecule design has not been widely used in developing new sensing materials. Inducing 
new functional side chains on conducting polymer back one is expected to obtain new class of 
materials with special sensing capability. Conducting polymer nanocomposites, especially nanofibers 
and nanotubes, are good sensing materials due to their high surface/volume ratio. Although the 
fabrications of these nanomaterials are more complicate than flat film, they can enhance the 
performance of gas sensors efficiently. Thus, synthesizing new nanocomposites is still a focus of future 
works in gas sensing field. 
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